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Eventually, you will unquestionably discover a extra experience and capability by spending more cash. still when? complete you say you will that you require to get those all needs with having signiﬁcantly cash? Why dont you try to acquire something basic in the beginning? Thats something that will
lead you to comprehend even more roughly the globe, experience, some places, as soon as history, amusement, and a lot more?
It is your no question own get older to perform reviewing habit. accompanied by guides you could enjoy now is Pdf Hoge Robert Ugly For Summary Chapter below.
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Ugly
Robert Hoge was born with a tumor in the middle of his face and short, twisted legs. This poignant memoir about overcoming bullying and thriving with disabilities shows that what makes us ''ugly'' also makes us who we are. From PW's starred review: ''Unique and
universal.''

Ugly
Puﬃn Books "Robert Hoge was born with a tumor the size of a tennis ball in the middle of his face and short, twisted legs, but he refused to let what made him diﬀerent stand in the way of leading a happy, successful life. This is the true story of how he embraced his
circumstances and never let his "ugly" stop him from focusing on what truly mattered."--

Ugly
Younger Readers
Hachette Australia A beaut story about one very ugly kid. Robert Hoge was born with a tumour in the middle of his face, and legs that weren't much use. There wasn't another baby like him in the whole of Australia, let alone Brisbane. But the rest of his life wasn't so
unusual: he had a mum and a dad, brothers and sisters, friends at school and in his street. He had childhood scrapes and days at the beach; ﬁghts with his family and trouble with his teachers. He had doctors, too: lots of doctors who, when he was still very young,
removed that tumour from his face and operated on his legs, then stitched him back together. He still looked diﬀerent, though. He still looked ... ugly. UGLY is the true story of how an extraordinary boy grew up to have an ordinary life, and how that became his
greatest achievement of all.

Indigo
Scholastic Inc. When her mother dies and her father remarries, Martha is so unhappy living in the dried-up town of Oak Grove, that she convinces two unusual brothers who long to return to the ocean to run away with her.

Ugly
A Beat Story about One Very Ugly Kid
Lothian Children's Books Robert Hoge was born with a tumour in the middle of his face, and legs that weren't much use. There wasn't another baby like him in the whole of Australia, let alone Brisbane. But the rest of his life wasn't so unusual: he had a mum and a dad,
brothers and sisters, friends at school and in his street. He had childhood scrapes and days at the beach; ﬁghts with his family and trouble with his teachers. He had doctors, too: lots of doctors who, when he was still very young, removed that tumour from his face and
operated on his legs, then stitched him back together. He still looked diﬀerent, though. He still looked ... ugly. UGLY is the true story of how an extraordinary boy grew up to have an ordinary life, and how that became his greatest achievement of all.

Crazy Like Us
The Globalization of the Western Mind
Hachette UK It is well-known that US culture is a dominant force and a world-wide phenomenon. But it is possible that its most troubling export has yet to be accounted for? America has been the world leader in generating new mental health treatments and modern
theories: it exports psychopharmaceuticals and categorises disorders, thereby deﬁning mental illness and health. The outcome of these eﬀorts is just now coming to light: it turns out that the US has not only been changing the way the world talks about and treats
mental illness -- it has been changing the mental illnesses themselves. Watters travels from China to Tanzania to bring home the unsettling conclusion that the virus is the US: as Americanized ways of treating mental illnesses are introduced, they are is fact spreading
the diseases and shaping, if not creating, the mental illnesses of our time.

In the Footsteps of Crazy Horse
Abrams Jimmy McClean is a Lakota boy—though you wouldn’t guess it by his name: his father is part white and part Lakota, and his mother is Lakota. When he embarks on a journey with his grandfather, Nyles High Eagle, he learns more and more about his Lakota
heritage—in particular, the story of Crazy Horse, one of the most important ﬁgures in Lakota and American history. Drawing references and inspiration from the oral stories of the Lakota tradition, celebrated author Joseph Marshall III juxtaposes the contemporary story
of Jimmy with an insider’s perspective on the life of Tasunke Witko, better known as Crazy Horse (c. 1840–1877). The book follows the heroic deeds of the Lakota leader who took up arms against the US federal government to ﬁght against encroachments on the
territories and way of life of the Lakota people, including leading a war party to victory at the Battle of the Little Bighorn. Along with Sitting Bull, Crazy Horse was the last of the Lakota to surrender his people to the US army. Through his grandfather’s tales about the
famous warrior, Jimmy learns more about his Lakota heritage and, ultimately, himself. American Indian Youth Literature Award
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The Alcatraz Escape
Henry Holt and Company (BYR) Sleuthing duo Emily and James tackle their most challenging mystery yet set on the haunting Alcatraz Island in Book 3 of the New York Times bestselling Book Scavenger series! Legendary literary game-maker Garrison Griswold is back in
action—this time with “Unlock the Rock.” For his latest game, Griswold has partnered with the famous--and famously reclusive--mystery writer Errol Roy to plan an epic escape room challenge on Alcatraz Island. Emily and James are eager to participate, but the wave of
fame they are riding from their recent book-hunting adventures makes them a target. Threatening notes, missing items, and an accident that might not have been an accident have the duo worried that someone is trying to get them out of the game at any cost. When
Emily’s brother is caught red-handed and blamed for all the wrong doings, Emily is certain Matthew is being framed. With Matthew’s record on the line, Emily and James can’t aﬀord to leave this mystery uncracked. Christy Ottaviano Books

The Arabian Seas: Biodiversity, Environmental Challenges and Conservation Measures
Springer Nature The Arabian Seas Marine Region encompasses marine areas from Djibouti to Pakistan, including the northern part of Somalia, the Red Sea, the Arabian/Persian Gulf, and parts of the Arabian Sea. Human pressures on the coastal and marine environments
are evident throughout the region, and have resulted in harmful environmental eﬀects. Oil and domestic, urban and industrial pollutants in several areas of this part of the world have caused local habitat degradation, eutrophication and algal blooms. Further, coastal
landﬁll, dredging, and sedimentation, as well as nutrient and sediment runoﬀ from phosphate mining, agriculture and grazing, and reduction in freshwater seepage due to groundwater extraction are all contributing to the degradation of coastal environments. This
book discusses aspects not covered in other books on the region, which largely focus on marine biodiversity, and examines several environmental challenges that are often ignored, but which have a signiﬁcant impact on the environment. Evaluating the status quo, it
also recommends conservation measures and examines the abiotic factors that play a major main role in the environmental changes. Lastly, the book addresses the biodiversity of the area, providing a general context for the conservation and management measures
discussed.

Twelve Years a Slave
Prabhat Prakashan "Having been born a freeman, and for more than thirty years enjoyed the blessings of liberty in a free State—and having at the end of that time been kidnapped and sold into Slavery, where I remained, until happily rescued in the month of January,
1853, after a bondage of twelve years—it has been suggested that an account of my life and fortunes would not be uninteresting to the public." -an excerpt

Why Love Matters
How aﬀection shapes a baby's brain
Routledge Why Love Matters explains why loving relationships are essential to brain development in the early years, and how these early interactions can have lasting consequences for future emotional and physical health. This second edition follows on from the
success of the ﬁrst, updating the scientiﬁc research, covering recent ﬁndings in genetics and the mind/body connection, and including a new chapter highlighting our growing understanding of the part also played by pregnancy in shaping a baby’s future emotional and
physical well-being. Sue Gerhardt focuses in particular on the wide-ranging eﬀects of early stress on a baby or toddler’s developing nervous system. When things go wrong with relationships in early life, the dependent child has to adapt; what we now know is that his
or her brain adapts too. The brain’s emotion and immune systems are particularly aﬀected by early stress and can become less eﬀective. This makes the child more vulnerable to a range of later diﬃculties such as depression, anti-social behaviour, addictions or
anorexia, as well as physical illness. Why Love Matters is an accessible, lively, account of the latest ﬁndings in neuroscience, developmental psychology and neurobiology – research which matters to us all. It is an invaluable and hugely popular guide for parents and
professionals alike.

Spying Blind
The CIA, the FBI, and the Origins of 9/11
Princeton University Press In this pathbreaking book, Amy Zegart provides the ﬁrst scholarly examination of the intelligence failures that preceded September 11. Until now, those failures have been attributed largely to individual mistakes. But Zegart shows how and why
the intelligence system itself left us vulnerable. Zegart argues that after the Cold War ended, the CIA and FBI failed to adapt to the rise of terrorism. She makes the case by conducting painstaking analysis of more than three hundred intelligence reform
recommendations and tracing the history of CIA and FBI counterterrorism eﬀorts from 1991 to 2001, drawing extensively from declassiﬁed government documents and interviews with more than seventy high-ranking government oﬃcials. She ﬁnds that political leaders
were well aware of the emerging terrorist danger and the urgent need for intelligence reform, but failed to achieve the changes they sought. The same forces that have stymied intelligence reform for decades are to blame: resistance inside U.S. intelligence agencies,
the rational interests of politicians and career bureaucrats, and core aspects of our democracy such as the fragmented structure of the federal government. Ultimately failures of adaptation led to failures of performance. Zegart reveals how longstanding organizational
weaknesses left unaddressed during the 1990s prevented the CIA and FBI from capitalizing on twenty-three opportunities to disrupt the September 11 plot. Spying Blind is a sobering account of why two of America's most important intelligence agencies failed to adjust
to new threats after the Cold War, and why they are unlikely to adapt in the future.

Your Inner Fish
A Journey Into the 3.5-Billion-Year History of the Human Body
Vintage A fascinating chronicle of the evolution of humankind traces the genetic history of the organs of the human body, oﬀering a revealing correlation between the distant past and present-day human anatomy and physiology, behavior, illness, and DNA. Reprint.
75,000 ﬁrst printing.

Whose History?
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Engaging History Students Through Historical Fiction
University of Adelaide Press Somebody once quipped that any work of Australian historical ﬁction is a 'burning fuse', travelling over decades through Australian culture and society. In some manner, every newly published Australian historical novel is connected to what it
has preceded. Each work belongs to a proud history. Through multiple examples, Grant Rodwell encourages readers to see how a work of historical ﬁction has evolved. Thus, under various themes, WHOSE HISTORY? examines the traditions in Australian historical
ﬁction, and ponders how Australian historical novels can engage teachers and student teachers. WHOSE HISTORY? aims to illustrate how historical novels and their related genres may be used as an engaging teacher/learning strategy for student teachers in pre-service
teacher education courses. It does not argue all teaching of History curriculum in pre-service units should be based on the use of historical novels as a stimulus, nor does it argue for a particular percentage of the use of historical novels in such courses. It simply seeks
to argue the case for this particular approach, leaving the extent of the use of historical novels used in History curriculum units to the professional expertise of the lecturers responsible for the units.

Life of John Eadie
Manufacturing Consent
The Political Economy of the Mass Media
Pantheon An intellectual dissection of the modern media to show how an underlying economics of publishing warps the news.

Teaching What Really Happened
How to Avoid the Tyranny of Textbooks and Get Students Excited About Doing History, Second Edition
Teachers College Press James Loewen has revised Teaching What Really Happened, the bestselling, go-to resource for social studies and history teachers wishing to break away from standard textbook retelling of the past. In addition to updating the scholarship and
anecdotes throughout, the second edition features a timely new chapter entitled "Truth" that addresses how traditional and social media can distort current events and historical record. Helping students understand what really happened in the past will empower them
to use history as a tool to argue for better policies in the present. Our society needs engaged citizens now more than ever, and this book oﬀers teachers concrete ideas for getting students excited about history while also teaching them to read critically. It will
speciﬁcally help teachers and students tackle important content areas, including Eurocentrism, the American Indian experience, and slavery. Book Features: an up-to-date assessment of the potential and pitfalls of U.S. and world history education; information to help
teachers expect, and get good performance from students of all racial, ethnic, and socioeconomic backgrounds; strateiges for incorporating project-oriented self-learning, having students conduct online historical reserch, and teaching historiography; ideas from
teachers across the country.

Art Worlds
25th Anniversary edition, Updated and Expanded
University of California Press This classic sociological examination of art as collective action explores the cooperative network of suppliers, performers, dealers, critics, and consumers who—along with the artist—"produce" a work of art. Howard S. Becker looks at the
conventions essential to this operation and, prospectively, at the extent to which art is shaped by this collective activity. The book is thoroughly illustrated and updated with a new dialogue between Becker and eminent French sociologist Alain Pessin about the
extended social system in which art is created, and with a new preface in which the author talks about his own process in creating this inﬂuential work.

Religion, Welfare and Social Service Provision
Common Ground
MDPI Religion, Welfare, and Social Service Provision: Common Ground delves deeply into the partnerships forged between religious communities, government agencies and nonproﬁts to deliver social services to the needy. These pages oﬀer a considered examination of
how local faith entities have served those in their midst, and how the provision of those services has been impacted by evolving social policies. This foundational volume brings together the work of more than two dozen leading researchers, each providing long overdue
scholarly inquiry into religiously aﬃliated helping and the many possibilities that it holds for eﬀective cooperation.

The Ketogenic Bible
The Authoritative Guide to Ketosis
Simon and Schuster The Ketogenic Bible is the most complete, authoritative source for information relating to ketosis. This book is a one-stop-shop that explains the history, the science, and the therapeutic beneﬁts of the ketogenic diet, outlines the general guidelines
for following this diet, and provides a wide variety of keto recipes. Readers will come away with a ﬁrm understanding of the ketogenic diet, its potential uses, and the ways it can be implemented. Using a scientiﬁc approach, the authors have drawn from both extensive
research and practical experience to bring readers an all-encompassing approach.
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On the Politics of Ugliness
Springer Ugliness or unsightliness is much more than a quality or property of an individual’s appearance—it has long functioned as a social category that demarcates access to social, cultural, and political spaces and capital. The editors of and authors in this collection
harness intersectional and interdisciplinary approaches in order to examine ugliness as a political category that is deployed to uphold established notions of worth and entitlement. On the Politics of Ugliness identiﬁes and challenges the harmful eﬀects that labels and
feelings of ugliness have on individuals and the socio-political order. It explores ugliness in relation to the intersectional processes of racialization, colonization and settler colonialism, gender-making, ableism, heteronormativity, and fatphobia. On the Politics of
Ugliness asks that we ﬁght against visual injustice and imagine new ways of seeing.

Who Was Jackie Robinson?
Penguin As a kid, Jackie Robinson loved sports. And why not? He was a natural at football, basketball, and, of course, baseball. But beyond athletic skill, it was his strength of character that secured his place in sports history. In 1947 Jackie joined the Brooklyn Dodgers,
breaking the long-time color barrier in major league baseball. It was tough being ﬁrst- not only did "fans" send hate mail but some of his own teammates refused to accept him. Here is an inspiring sports biography, with black-and-white illustrations throughout.

English in the Netherlands
Functions, forms and attitudes
John Benjamins Publishing Company This volume provides the ﬁrst comprehensive investigation of the Netherlands in the World Englishes paradigm. It explores the history of English contact, the present spread of English and attitudes towards English in the Netherlands. It
describes the development and analysis of the Corpus of Dutch English, the ﬁrst Expanding Circle corpus based on the design of the International Corpus of English. In addition, it investigates the applicability of Schneider’s (2003, 2007) Dynamic Model, concluding that
this and other such models need to move away from a colonisation-driven approach and towards a globalisation-driven one to explain the continued spread and evolution of English today. The volume will be highly relevant to researchers interested in the status and
use of English in the Netherlands. More broadly, it provides a timely contribution to the debate on the relevance of the World Englishes framework for non-native, non-postcolonial settings such as Continental Europe.

The Culture of Terrorism
Pluto Press Chomsky dissects the events of just one year - 1986 - as America was at the height of the Reagan Era. He describes American involvement in acts of supreme state terror, both open and clandestine, to present a case study which has great relevance today
and whose lessons must never be forgotten.

The Media and the Rwanda Genocide
IDRC The news media played a crucial role in the 1994 Rwanda genocide. Local media fueled the killings, while international media either ignored or seriously misunderstood what was happening. This is the ﬁrst book to explore both sides of the media equation.
Examining how local radio was used as a tool of hate, encouraging neighbors to turn against each other, the book also presents a critique of international media coverage. Bringing together local reporters, high-proﬁle Western journalists, and leading media theorists,
this is the only book to identify the extent of the media's accountability. It also examines deliberations by the International Criminal Tribunal for Rwanda on the role of the media in the genocide. This book is a startling record of the negative inﬂuence that the media
can have. The authors put forward suggestions for the future, outlining how we can avoid censorship and propaganda and they argue for a new responsibility in media reporting.

The Ardennes
Battle of the Bulge
U.S. Government Printing Oﬃce

Logistical Support of the Armies
In Two Volumes
The buildup of American armies under General Eisenhower in the United Kingdom in preparation for the Normandy invasion and an account of how they were supplied during the ﬁrst three months of operations on the Continent. Both volumes emphasize the inﬂuence
of logistical support on the planning and conduct of combat operations by ﬁeld armies.

Childhood Abuse, Body Shame, and Addictive Plastic Surgery
The Face of Trauma
Routledge Childhood Abuse, Body Shame, and Addictive Plastic Surgery explores the psychopathology that plastic surgeons can encounter when seemingly excellent surgical candidates develop body dysmorphic disorder postoperatively. By examining how
developmental abuse and neglect inﬂuence body image, personality, addictions, resilience, and adult health, this highly readable book uncovers the childhood sources of body dysmorphic disorder. Written from the unique perspective of a leading plastic surgeon with
extensive experience in this area and featuring many poignant clinical vignettes and groundbreaking trauma research, this heavily referenced text oﬀers a new explanation for body dysmorphic disorder that provides help for therapists and surgeons and hope for
patients.
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A Survey of London
This volume oﬀers a rare 1603 account of London and its history.

Health Issues in the Black Community
John Wiley & Sons Health Issues in the Black Community THIRD EDITION "The outstanding editors and authors of Health Issues in the Black Community have placed in clear perspective the challenges and opportunities we face in working to achieve the goal of health
equity in America." —David Satcher, MD, PhD, 16th Surgeon General of the United States and director, Satcher Health Leadership Institute at Morehouse School of Medicine "Eliminating health disparities must be a central goal of any forward thinking national health
policy. Health Issues in the Black Community makes a valuable contribution to a much-needed dialogue by focusing on the challenges of the black community." —Marc Morial, Esq., president, National Urban League "Health Issues in the Black Community illuminates
comprehensively the range of health conditions speciﬁcally aﬀecting African Americans, and the health disparities both within the black community and between racial and ethnic groups. Each chapter, whether addressing the health of African Americans by age,
gender, type of disease, condition or behavior, is well-detailed and tells an important story. Together, they oﬀer practitioners, consumers, scholars, and policymakers a crucial roadmap to address and change the social determinants of health, reduce disparities, and
create more equal treatment for all Americans." —Risa Lavizzo-Mourey, MD, MBA, president, Robert Wood Johnson Foundation "I recommend Health Issues in the Black Community as a must-read for anyone concerned about the future of the African American
community. Health disparities continues to be one of the major issues confronting the black community. This book will help to highlight the issues and keep attention focused on the work to be done." — Elsie Scott, PhD, president of the Congressional Black Caucus
Foundation "This book is the deﬁnitive examination of health issues in black America—issues sadly overlooked and downplayed in our culture and society. I congratulate Drs. Braithwaite, Taylor, and Treadwell for their monumental book." —Cornel West, PhD, professor,
Princeton University

Theories of Social Capital
Researchers Behaving Badly
Tracing the evolution of social capital since his highly acclaimed contribution of 2001 (Social Capital Versus Social Theory), Ben Fine consolidates his position as the world's leading critic of the concept. Fine forcibly demonstrates how social capital has expanded across
the social sciences only by degrading the diﬀerent disciplines and topics that it touches: a McDonaldisation of social theory. The rise and fall of social capital at the World Bank is critically explained as is social capital's growing presence in disciplines, such as
management studies, and its relative absence in others, such as social history. Writing with a sharp critical edge, Fine not only deconstructs the roller-coaster presence of social capital across the social sciences but also draws out lessons on how (and how not) to do
research.

Broader Horizons
A Study of Johannes Witte de Hese's Itinerarius and Medieval Travel Narratives
A Textbook of Psychological Medicine
An Irish Perspective
The Genealogy of Morals
Courier Corporation Major work on ethics, by one of the most inﬂuential thinkers of the last 2 centuries, deals with master/slave morality and modern man's moral practices; the evolution of man's feelings of guilt; and ascetic ideals.

Evidence-Based Treatments for Trauma Related Disorders in Children and Adolescents
Springer This handbook presents the current evidence-based psychological treatments for trauma related disorders in childhood and adolescence and in addition provides clearly structured, up-to-date information on the basic principles of traumatic stress research and
practice in that age group, covering epidemiology, developmental issues, pathogenetic models, diagnostics, and assessment. Each of the chapters on treatment, which form the core of the book, begins with a summary of the theoretical underpinnings of the approach,
followed by a case presentation illustrating the treatment protocol session by session, an analysis of special challenges typically encountered in implementing this treatment, and an overview of the current evidence base for the treatment approach. A special section
considers modern treatments in particular settings, such as schools, hospitals, and juvenile justice systems, and the concluding chapters provide an integrative discussion on how to treat traumatized children and adolescents and an outlook. The book will be invaluable
for clinical child and adolescent psychologists, child and adolescent psychiatrists, psychotherapists, and other mental health professionals working with traumatized children and adolescents.

The Ugly Pumpkin
Penguin Perfect for the changing seasons, this wacky twist on The Ugly Duckling is a great read for Halloween and Thanksgiving. The Ugly Pumpkin has waited all through October for someone to take him home, but no one wants him. He doesn't look like other
pumpkins. So the lonely Ugly Pumpkin leaves the patch in search of a place where he'll ﬁt in. By the time Thanksgiving arrives, he discovers the truth about who he is--but it's not what he expected!

Human Traﬃcking
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A Global Perspective
Cambridge University Press This book examines all forms of human traﬃcking globally, revealing the operations of the traﬃcking business and the nature of the traﬃckers themselves. Using a historical and comparative perspective, it demonstrates that there is more
than one business model of human traﬃcking and that there are enormous variations in human traﬃcking in diﬀerent regions of the world. Drawing on a wide body of academic research - actual prosecuted cases, diverse reports and ﬁeld work and interviews conducted
by the author over the last sixteen years in Asia, Latin America, Africa, Europe and the former socialist countries - Louise Shelley concludes that human traﬃcking will grow in the twenty-ﬁrst century as a result of economic and demographic inequalities in the world,
the rise of conﬂicts and possibly global climate change. Coordinated eﬀorts of government, civil society, the business community, multilateral organizations and the media are needed to stem its growth.

Pakistan
Courting the Abyss
HarperCollins Recent writings on Pakistan have tended to focus on the role of the Pakistan Army, the nuclear programme, terrorism, Pak-Afghan and Pak-US relations and, of course, Indo-Pak relations. Pakistan: Courting the Abyss goes beyond sensationalist headlines
and current crises like terrorism and tensions with India, to the deeper malaise that aﬄicts the nation. The book examines issues like identity, the looming water crisis, the perilous state of education, the economic meltdown and the danger of an unrealized
'demographic dividend' that have been eating the innards of Pakistan since its creation. It looks back at the Pakistan movement, where the seeds of many current problems were sown - the opportunistic use of religion being the most lethal of these. Pakistan: Courting
the Abyss questions the ﬂawed prescriptions and responses of successive governments, especially during military rule, to these critical challenges that have brought Pakistan to an abyss where it risks multi-organ failure, unless things change dramatically in the near
future.

Analogy and Exemplary Reasoning in Legal Discourse
This book brings together contributions from leading ﬁgures in legal studies on analogy and related forms of reasoning in the law. Analogical reasoning--which relies on the concept of two diﬀerent things being in some way like each other--is hugely important not just
in the practice of law, but it is nonetheless strongly contested. This volume raises key questions like: What is the logical, argumentative, rhetorical, or just heuristic force of analogy in law? Is analogy really diﬀerent from extensive interpretation, reasoning by
precedent and appeal to paradigm?

The Mindful Geek
Secular Meditation for Smart Skeptics
The Mindful Geek tells you how to derive the real world beneﬁts of hardcore mindfulness meditation without drinking the metaphysical Kool-Aid. Meditation teacher, Michael W. Taft gives you step-by-step instructions in the powerful and reliable techniques of
mindfulness meditation, and outlines the psychological and neuroscientiﬁc research underpinning these practices. By treating mindfulness as a scientiﬁcally-based, psychological technique, you can keep your atheistic or agnostic secular skepticism and still maintain a
powerful, regular, and deeply eﬀective meditation practice. That's because meditation doesn't require you to believe in it to work. Like any good technology, if you use it correctly, it will do the job reliably whether you believe in it or not. And-make no mistakemeditation is a kind of technology; a technology for hacking the human wetware in order to improve your life. This book is a practical, hands-on manual about how to make the most of that technology for yourself. If you are smart, skeptical, technically-inclined, and
have a desire to see what meditation is really all about, this book is for you. Michael has taught a lot of meditation programs at tech corporations like Google, so this material has been ﬁeld-tested on some world-class geeks.
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